
 

REGISTRATION FORM FOR SPONGE BOB AUDITIONS 

 

NAME ____________________________________________ 

 

YEAR LEVEL NOW _______________________ 

 

PLEASE INDICATE THE TYPE OF ROLE YOU ARE INTERESTED IN 
AUDITIONING FOR BELOW 

⃝ DANCER 

⃝ ENSEMBLE (CHORUS) 

⃝ PRINCIPAL OR LEAD ROLE 

 

STUDENT EMAIL ______________________________________ 

PARENT EMAIL _______________________________________ 

 

AUDITIONS WILL TAKE PLACE ON SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 15 – 16TH OCTOBER 

REGISTRATION FORMS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE MUSIC OFFICE OR EMAILED TO 

ljohnston@otc.school.nz  BY FRIDAY 23 SEPTEMBER 

 

mailto:ljohnston@otc.school.nz


 

 

SYNOPSIS 

SpongeBob SquarePants is the musical adaptation of Nickelodeon’s long-running animated 
children’s sitcom of the same name. We find ourselves in the undersea city of Bikini Bottom, 
inhabited by happy-go-lucky and ever-optimistic yellow sea sponge SpongeBob SquarePants 
and his equally quirky circle of friends and neighbours. SpongeBob’s pleasant existence is 
abruptly interrupted when it is discovered that Mt. Humongous, a nearby volcano, will erupt within 
the next 48 hours and completely obliterate Bikini Bottom. SpongeBob, trying to prove to himself 
and the world that he is not “just a simple sponge,” resolves to save the day when everybody else 
has given up all hope. 

PRINCIPAL ROLES 

SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS C2 - B4  

Everyone’s favourite yellow sponge, and the hero of our story. Bright, cheery, and always optimistic, SpongeBob 

knows how to maintain a positive attitude, even when a deadly volcano threatens to destroy his beloved town. 

 

PATRICK STAR Bb2 - Bb4  

Well-intentioned but lacking common sense or skills; kind and somewhat clueless, an innocent; a big softie, who 

can also be prone to sudden child-like fits of rage or frustration 

 

SQUIDWARD Q. TENTACLES A2 - F#4  

SpongeBob and Patrick’s cranky, clarinet playing neighbour. He has a very gloomy outlook on life, believing the 

world’s “a horrible place filled with fear, suffering, and despair”, but nonetheless, he dreams of becoming a famous 

stage star for the sake of his late mother, and is willing to do just about anything to achieve his big break. 

 

SANDY CHEEKS G3 - E5  

A brainy and athletic Texan squirrel who came to Bikini Bottom for a research project. She acts as SpongeBob’s 

most trusted ally on their quest to stop the volcano from erupting, using her vast amount of scientific knowledge 

and brilliant inventions to aid the mission. 

 

EUGENE H. KRABS B2 - Bb4  

The greedy owner of the Krusty Krab, and employer of SpongeBob and Squidward. While everyone is off panicking 

about Bikini Bottom’s imminent doom, he decides to strike the iron while it’s hot and puts on a huge “apocalypse 

sale” at his restaurant, exploiting the fear of his fellow fish to make him even richer. 

 

PEARL KRABS Bb3 - F#5  

Mr. Krabs’ teenage whale daughter. Even though her father spoils her silly, she deeply detests his greed and wants 

him to prioritize his family, not his profi ts. She’s also a huge fan of the famous rock band the Electric Skates, and 

eventually plans to run away with them after she’s had enough of her dad’s neglect 



 

SHELDON J. PLANKTON B2 - G#4  

The scheming owner of the Chum Bucket who has big plans for world domination. He uses the Mount Humongous 

disaster to his advantage by convincing everyone to leave Bikini Bottom and settle into a new town, where he’ll 

tyrannically take them over as their new Evil Overlord. But they don’t know that, of course. 

 

KAREN THE COMPUTER G#3 - F#5  

A waterproof supercomputer who is Plankton’s snarky sidekick and wife. She aids her husband in his plot to take 

everything over after realizing that his Evil Plan is putting the spark back into their relationship. 

 

PATCHY THE PIRATE D3 - F4 (F5 Falsetto)  

The pirate president of the SpongeBob fan club. Eager to see his idol star in his very own Broadway musical, Patchy 

sets up his own little VIP seat right in front of the stage, before getting booted out by security guards. He tries 

sneaking his way back into the theatre throughout the show. 

 

PERCH PERKINS E2 - E4  

The head anchor of Bikini Bottom News. He keeps everyone up-to-date on the current state of their doomed 

hometown. Has a booming bass voice and progressively becomes more and more frazzled. 

 

 

 

 

 

FEATURED SUPPORTING ROLES 

MAYOR OF BIKINI BOTTOM  

The overbearing mayor of Bikini Bottom. She claims that everything is under control as the apocalypse draws 

nearer, but it’s pretty clear that she has absolutely no idea what to do... so she decides to become a dictator 

 

 

MRS. PUFF  

SpongeBob’s teacher at Boating School, an underwater school where students learn to drive boats like cars. She 

and SpongeBob are on an endless quest to get him a driver’s license, but due to his unintentional recklessness 

behind the wheel, they are never successful. 

 

LARRY THE LOBSTER  

A muscular lobster who spends most of his time “getting his claws swole”. He eventually becomes the Mayor’s 

bodyguard. 



 

OLD MAN JENKINS  

A cranky old fish who leads an Angry Mob against Sandy for being a land creature 

 

THE ELECTRIC SKATES (x3)  

A famous rock band who’s hired to perform at the Bikini Bottom benefit concert. Pearl’s a huge fan of these guys. 

They’re known to rock out while zipping across the stage on skateboards and roller skates, hence the name. 

 

FEATURED ENSEMBLE  

Playing a variety of roles with many speaking and singing solos. Roles include, but not limited to: -  

• Sea Creatures  

• Fish  

• Hip Hop Dancers  

• Cowboy Fish  

• Security Guards  

• Buster Bluetang  

• Evil Plankton Fish  

• Johnny Bartender  

• Multiple Sardines  

• Jellyfish  

• Mob Fish 

 

 

 

 

 

CREATIVE TEAM 

DIRECTOR – DAVE WILSON 

Dave is an ex-student of Otumoetai College having been involved in school bands and productions since the 1980’s. 

He has extensive theatrical experience and has played multiple leading roles in musical productions as well as 

professional entertaining. He and his wife Lisa also operated their own theatrical company Zenith Productions, 

staging a number of full-scale musicals. This is his second time directing for OTC and looks forward to giving 

everyone involved in the show a professional experience whilst having as much fun as possible along the way. 

MUSICAL DIRECTOR  - Matt Bodman 

VOCAL DIRECTOR - Mel Nicholson 

CHOREOGRAPHER - Jane Harnett 


